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 – DennisApr 19 '12 at 17:17 2 It's a "proxy configuration" option, not a "proxy server" option. 1 It can be enabled when you
download the Windows from windowsupdate.com. You can find more information here. MihaiApr 20 '12 at 14:31Police in

Northern California responded to a 911 call this morning reporting that a burglar was armed with a gun. Authorities said that the
burglar had apparently stolen several items, including a laptop computer, from a home in Vallejo. During the search, an officer
saw an object in the yard with the man, and ordered him to drop it. When the officer asked what it was, he replied that it was a
gun. The officer fired several shots, and the burglar went down. He was treated at the scene for injuries. The burglar was taken
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to a hospital, and police found his gun inside his car. The suspected burglar’s name was not released.Q: Variable'multiPath' is
not defined. Use the 'new' operator to create references I'm trying to convert a CSV to a multi-object csv file. I'm using the code

below but I get an error "variable'multiPath' is not defined". I've tried to google it, but I've seen nothing. So, any help will be
appreciated. 'use strict'; var fs = require('fs'); var readline = require('readline'); var m_opts = {}; var multiPath = ''; var path; var

myInput = ''; var input = ''; var csv_file = ''; var file = ''; multiPath += '/temp/'; fs.mkdirSync(multiPath); //Read from stdin
myInput = readline.createInterface({ input: process.stdin, output: process.stdout }); myInput.question('File Path: ', function (err,

input) { path = input; console.log(path); // Parse CSV myInput.question('Input CSV File Name: ', function (err, input)
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